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The Sistine Ceiling
BEFORE YOU READ: 
(All SnapWords® resources are available at child1st.com) 

SOUND SPELLINGS: /S/ spelled CE. Words: CEILING (Long E spelled EI), SPACE (“face, 
lace,” etc.), CENTER (Bossy R - ER), CEMENT (sound out), CENTRAL (AL /L/ ending), 
CERTAIN (Bossy R - ER and Short I spelled AI as in “captain, mountain.”), CELEBRATION 
(ending /shun/ spelled TION. “nation, station,” etc.), RECENT (sound out). 

SIGHT WORDS: D Words: COULD, SHOULD, WOULD. G Words: BETWEEN, IMPORTANT, 
NICE. In COULD, SHOULD, WOULD, the spelling OUL /oo/ as in “book.” Rely on 
SnapWords® cards to teach these words. BETWEEN has Long E spelled EE as in “see, 
sheep, sleep, bee, tree,” etc. IMPORTANT has Bossy R OR. NICE ends with /S/ spelled CE 
as in “lace, face, mace, place, dance,” etc.

PREVIEW: Scan the storyline together to locate SnapWords® and target sound spellings.

READ:
Please follow reading tips as outlined in Book 1 in this section.

COMPREHENSION QUESTIONS:
1. What part of the Sistine Chapel did the pope want to have painted?
2. Why didn’t Michelangelo not want to do the painting?
3. How did Michelangelo do the painting?
4. How long did it take him? 
5. How many paintings did he paint?

1.The ceiling. 2. He said he was not a painter. 3. He climbed up to a very high platform 
and painted standing up, looking up all day. 4. Four years. 5. 343 paintings.
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The ceiling was in the center of the 
chapel. The ceiling of the Sistine Chapel 
is very high. It is 135 feet long and is 45 
feet tall - over 4 stories high! 

The artist, Michelangelo, did not want 
the job. He said he would not do it 
because he was not a painter. But the 
Pope said he should, so, he did. 
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